Ford offers ’forgiveness’ and work
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W ASHINGTON AP ) - President Ford
officially offered judicial forgiveness
Monday to thousands of Vietnam -era
draft evaders and deserters if they.
reaffirm their allegiance to the United
States and work for up to 24 months in
public service jobs.
In disclosing his conditional amnesty
plan. Ford declared it is time to bind up
the wounds of the past "so that we may
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all get going on the pressing problems
of the present."
The amnesty program was effective
immediately when Ford signed a
presidential proclamation and two
executive orders during a brief.
nationally broadcast appearance in the
White House Cabinet Room.
Under the program, draft evaders
and military deserters who have not

been convicted or punished can turn
themselves in before next Jan. 31.
reaffirm their allegiance and agree
to spend up to 24 months in approved
public service jobs such as hospital
orderly.
The President set no minimum period
of alternate service, but said the 24.
month requirement can be reduced for
mitigating circumstances.

For men already convicted or
punished for desertion or draft evasion.
Ford established a nine -member
clemency board to review their cases
’-as equitably and as impartially as is
humanly possible."
Men now in prison will have their
cases reviewed first, and officials said
their confinement would be suspended
as soon as possible.

Tuesday, September 17, 1974

Ford designated an early critic of the
Vietnam War. former Republican Sen.
Charles E. Goodell of New York, to be
chairman of the clemency board.
Reaction to Ford’s announcement
was mixed.
Senate Republican whip Robert
Griffin of Michigan hailed it as a
couragious. compassionate move and
House Republican leader John Rhodes
of Arizona said it should have broad
support in Congress.
Among the Democrats. House
Speaker Carl Albert said he is accepting President’s leadership but
addis. "I don’t know what he is going to
do, to tell the truth.Sem Majority leader Mike Mansfield
said he would give full support to the

program.
Sen. James R. Allen, 11- Ala.. Said the
action was unfair to those who served in
Vietnam.
Atty. Gen. William B Saida( said he
estimated that 2,500 draft resisters will
take advantage of the conditional
amnesty offer and that a larger number
of deserters will do so.
Questioned by reporters as he left a
congressional hearing. Saxbe said
Ford’s plan "goes right down the line
with recommendations submitted by
the Justice and !Meuse departments."
No congressional action is required
for the program. which was enacted
under the presidential powers of the
Constitution.
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Local politicians disagree
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Candidates debate amnesty
Joel Konopken
Candidates for U.S. Congress and
state senate differed sharply on the
pardon of Richard Nixon. affirmative
action and ethnic studies programs
during a series of face-to-face confrontations Friday night at Oak Grove
High School.
the
Norman ’Mineta,
Mayor
Democratic nominee in the 13th
(ongressional District, said his "hope
for justice in the new administration
11 as shattered" by President Ford’s
recent pardon of the former president.
His opponent, former state legislator
( ; eorge Milias. said the President "did
the right thing- in granting the pardon.
In an earlier debate, State Senator
Clark Bradley. R -San Jose, running for
re-election in the 12th District, said he
disagrees with affirmative action and
ethnic education programs, claiming
they "hurt the very minorities they are
intended to help."
His opponent. Saratoga Mayor Jerry
Smith. said he approves of these
programs. adding that affirmative
action should be extended not only to
government, but to companies doing
business with the government.
The candidates night was sponsored
by Asian-Americans for Community
Involvement and drew a largely Asian’
American audience.
Answering an open-ended question on
political ethics. Mineta said, -I can in
no way ssee why the judicial system

should not have been allowed to work.
After that. perhaps a pardon would
have been in order.
-This way we will never know what
actually happened.Milias said that in granting the
pardon. Ford -did what he had to do
when he had to do it for humanitarian
reasons. Besides. Minas added, "We do not
know of crimes by Nixon, we know of
great mistakes."
The remark drew a ripple of laughter
in the audience of about 75 people.
In response to another question, both
candidates said they supported conditional amnesty for draft evaders and
deserters.
Affirmative action and ethnic
education were the topice which
dominated the Bradley-Smith debate.
In response to a question, Bradley said
he opposes multi -ethnic education
because we must not splinter society
into groups."
Smith disagreed. saying, "We must
recognize differences between people
before we solve our educational
problems and our other problems."
Bradley responded. "I don’t agree
that there is an educational problem.
The minorities are getting a good
education. Who says there isn’t equal
opportunity? I say there is equal opportunity within the ability of the individual."
"I just don’t accept the statement

that there is equal opportunity."
replied Smith. "let’s give everyone an
equal shot."
Bradley stated what he considers a
practical objection to ethnic education.
"We can’t have one fourth of the class
time used to teach Black History, one
fourth for Asian history, one fourth for
German history and one fourth for
French history. A Woman in the audience asked.
-Why is it, though, that for all my life
all I ever learned was European
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-Yes!" the woman snapped back,
drawing mild applause.
Smith said ethnic education would
contribute to an easing of racial tensions, which he said would also occur by
"raising the consciousness of the people
you meet. Related Campaign Article On Page 3.

Mayor Norman Minot and

Sen. Ted Kennedy

Ted Kennedy says
Conference center economy top issue
building planned

By Howard Joe
Center tot
The $6 million
Tomorrow" project will be finished in
time for the bicentennial celebrations
in 1976, according to Michael P.
Neufeld, executive director of the SJSU
Alumni Association.
The conference center will be part of
the downtown San Antonio Paseo mall
project on Second and San Antonio
Streets.
The "Center for Tomorrow" will
operate primarily as a continuing
education facility for SJSU graduates.
Businessmen and other professionals
will also be able to attend retraining
conferences.
Neufeld said the alumni association
expects to have the 8100,000 in
necessary "seed money" within the
next 45 days.
The "seed money will be used for
hiring professional fund-raiser who will
The campus police are giving warnings to students who park their bicycles solicit corporation and foundation
grants.
According to Bob Hosfeldt, alumni
Earnest Quinton, chief of the university police, said since this is the beginning of
a new semester warnings will be issued to remind students to park bicycles only in association president, the center will be
funded by a combination of conauthorized areas.
He explained that bicycles are being chained to bannisters, posts, and trees and tributions from alumni and friends of
the university, corporation and founother fixtures. Many times the bicycles are a safety hazard.
dation grants, and the sale of revenue
"Bicycles which are safety hazards will be impounded," Quinton said.
Bicycles chained to posts and trees often times are obstructions which prevent bonds.
"The cooperation has just been
the grounds and maintenance people from doing their jobs, he said. These also will
super," said Neufeld. He said the city of
be impounded.
Quinton said there are adequate parking areas for bicycles around the perimeter San Jose and the university have shown
(f the campus. He added that, bicycles are not supposed to be driven on the considerable support for the new
center.
’ampus and there are frequent violations of this rule.
The Maisin Development Corporation
"We will take every care not to damage the bicycles we impound," he said.
Impounded bicycles can be claimed at university police headquarters on Fifth of San Francisco is under contract to
formulate a plan for selling revenue
Street.
bonds which are expected to finance the
major cost of the center.
The association is considering the use
of yearly operating revenue to pay off
the bonds over several years.
The Maisin Development Corporation
supports a funding proposal in which
the San Jose Redevelopment Agency
would be the official builder of the
center through the sale of revenue
bonds.
Neufeld said the project must "prove
to the people of San Jose that there is no
risk to thetr money."
He said the association must show its
ability to guaranttee financial commitments to the center.
If the association can show this
ability, the city would become the final
guarantor of the revenue bonds. After
completion, the center would be leased
to the alumni association.
The eight-story facility will contain
conference rooms, recreation and
exhibit areas, a 250-seat multi -purpose
auditorium, and a living area with 100
double-occupancy rooms, food services
and recreational facilities.
communication
Pellerin,
Bob
director of the alumni association, said
Campus police leave warnings for bike riders
the center will also include an area set
aside for commercial use. Ile said a

SJSU police to remove
illegally parked bicycles

history?"
"Is it that important to you.- asked
Bradley. "that your parent happened to
come from the other end of the ocean"

The economy, not the pardon of
Richard Nixon, will be the real issue in
Ar.serican politics in the near future,
according to Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D - Mass.
bank, bookstore and restaurant may be
Speaking Saturday at a campaign
included.
breakfast at the San Jose Hyatt House
Pellerin said the conference rooms for Norman Mineta, mayor of San Jose
will be used for two- and three-day and Democratic candidate in the 13th
seminars: short courses, workshops, Congressional District. Kennedy
and extended conferences.
returned time and again to the question
He said the participation of SJSU’s of the nation’s economy.
Continuing Education Division will
"I think Congress is willing to give
make it possible for the center to the President a reasonable amount of
schedule classes on a regular basis.
time to develop his I economic)
The center will also offer classes program," he said. "but it will only be a
oriented toward the local community reasonable amount of time. I don’t
and its affairs
think 20 million senior citizens, or the
Neufeld said that although the non- workers of California, or the young
profit center will not have to pay any people are willing to wait until next
property taxes, the commercial in- year for a program."
terests which rent space on the first
Kennedy expressed satisfaction in
floor of the center will be required to the fact that President Ford had
pay property taxes.
decided to speak with leaders of inHosfeldt said he "sees our project as dustry and labor in effort to find a
a major boon to the renewal of the city’s solution to the nation’s economic
problems.
core."

Looking ahead to November and the
’76 election, Kennedy predicted. "I
think the real issue that will be the
decisive issue will be the economic
issue."
As for the fate of former President
Nixon, Kennedy expressed satisfaction
with the hearing conducted by the
House Judiciary Committee.
"I don’t think that there is any sense
of vindictiveness or vengefulness
( against former President Nixon)
among people", he said. "They just
want one system, one standard of law
for the high and the mighty as well as
for the ordinary citizen, and I think that
is why the actions that were taken (by
President Ford) last Sunday (Sept. 8)
have been disapproved by the overwhelming majority of the people."

Later in the morning presentation
both Mineta and Kennedy expressed a
need for improvement in the urban
environment.
Related campaign article on page 3.

Gift certificates result in problems
for SJSU residents of Valley West
By Sally Gilson
A $50 certificate redeemaule upon
moving into Valley West Apartments
has caused two San Jose State
University students nothing but
problems.
The management of Valley West, a
large complex located off Tully Road
near the Bayshore Freeway, refused to
validate the certificated of Denny
Hammon and Arnold Dolence.
Both students brought a complaint to
Assistant Housing Director Evelyn
Robinson.
Hammon obtained a lawyer, and now
both have a validated certificate.
The certificates are available at
numerous department stores in the
area. The certificate states that it must
be presented at time of rental and
becomes redeemable when it has been
validated to certify that the bearer has
moved into Valley West.
According to Steve Paulovich,
manager of the apartments, time of
rental refers to when a deposit is made,
not when a person moves in.
Yet on the certificate it says that it
becomes redeemable when the bearer
has moved in.
Hammon said she presented the
certificate to the management one
week after moving into her apartment.
She said the management refused to
sign it for two reasons. One, because it
should have been presented to him
when she put her deposit down, and
two, because she had not put the
department store as a referral on her
application to rent.
Paulovich said that the certificate is

supposed to be an incentive to rent, and
if a person does not write in the name of
the store where the certificate was
obtained, then it would not be valid.
It is not written on the certificate that
the store where it was obtained must be
written in as the potential renter’s
referral.
Hammon said that after trying to get

her certificate signed she received an
eviction notice. She said she then got a
lawyer and had him talk to the
management. After that, she said the
management signed the certificate.
Due to a letter Robinson sent to the
Better Business Bureau (BBB), the
advertising consultant for the local
office said they will look into the matter.

SJSU parking rough;
more cars than spaces
By Sally Racanelli
If you are a student whose first class
starts at 10.30 a.m, or later, chances
are you’ve been late to class as least
once this semester.
Why is it so much more difficult to
park this year? So far there isn’t any
answer. There will be no figures
available until registration closes on
Sept. 27.
Jeff De Mariano, a freshman Biology
major who lives in East San Jose, said,
"It only takes me 15 minutes to reach
the SJSU campus but I have to allow
another 45 minutes to get into a parking
lot. I leave my home one hour before
my first class."
Sara Aurich, a Music major said ,
"People are late to class. I’m late
today. I only live three miles from
campus and it takes at least 45 minutes
to get parked. Something should be

done. We are paying for our education
and the administration should make it
possible for us to get to class."
Jeff Walter who works at the Seventh
Street parking complex said the garage
is full by 9 a.m. each day.
Wayne Perry, the attendant at the
Ampco Auto Park on Sixth and San
Carlos said, "Parking is much worse
this year. We’re full-up by 9 a.m.,
sometimes earlier, each day. Then I
have to make them wait in line until one
car comes out, then I let one in."
Two Ampco parking lots hold approximately 850 cars and both lots are
scheduled for redevelopement early
next year. Some of those interviewed
expressed concern at this prospect.
Chris Groesbeck, Recreational
Therapy major said, "What’s going to
happen when they close these lots?
What’s the school going to do?"
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Rosh Hoshana; a time to reflect
Today is Rosh Hashana, the
Jewish New Year, which begins tLe
High Holy Days-W days Jews
reserve to reflect and assess the
past year.
Jews excuse themselves from
work to devote themselves solely to
introspection-to come to terms
with the circumstances the last
year produced.
Once this harmony between
oneself and the events of the past
year is achieved, the person
qualifies to be "written in the good
book for the next year."
Considering, the dramatic
economic and political changes of
the past 12 months, perhaps all
Americans should set aside some
time to review the year.
realistic
For
without
a
evaluation of the events and
changes in America facing future
problems and challenges will be a
quixotic charge of the windmills.
o Borrowing costs are the

Speak out
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters from those who care, on or
off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words, typed on a
55-space line.
The editor and forum page editor
will accept letters for publication
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. daily.

highest in American history.
America’s output-or the Gross
National Product (GNP)-- is
declining and the United States has
;oined unstable countries like Italy
and Brazil in having a double digit
annual inflation rate.
o Last week the San Francisco
Chronicle reported the stock
market at a 12-year low.
o National unemployment is
creeping upwards-from 5 percent
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in January 1973 to 5.4 per cent in
July 1974.
o The Watergate proceedings
questioned the power fallibility of
the presidency and the legality of
governmental undercover
operations,
leaving
this
democractic country with an appointed President and vice
president.
o In this era of change, the
basics-food, clothing and sheltertake a larger hunk of one’s budget.
o Meanwhile, the constitutional
guarantees of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness seem to be
undermined by a government that
promises to protect these rights.
Once Americans accept, analyze
and come to grips with what has
happened this year they can look
toward the new year in a fresh new
perspective.

For as long as associate student
governments have existed in
colleges and universities they have
been exempt from specific controls
that would allow for total public
access to meetings.
Associated Student groups-including council, judiciary and
special committees--have been
able to regulate their own meeting
times, places, and availability.
A.S. theoretically could hold
secret off-campus sessions, call
meetings on the spur of the
moment, consider budget and
other items in so-called "personnel
sessions," or deny the press or
certain groups or individuals on the
campus the right to attend regular
meetings.
New legislation to correct this is
long overdue. A bill, AB 4509, by
Assemblyman Barry Keene, DEureka, will guarantee students
and other community members in
California the right to attend
student government meetings. It
will protect the legitimate right of
associated student groups to
discuss personnel in closed session.
And, furthermore, it will bring to
an end the clash that often occurs

between college press and student
leaders on campus when the rights
of each faction are not clearly
defined in relation to campus
government.
The legislation will require all
student body organizations at
California universities and colleges
be open to the public by including
them under the Brown Act of 1953.
The bill is now waiting action by
Gov. Reagan.
The Brown Act originally was
devised to protect local governmental agencies and the general
public in the conduct of governmental affairs. It has succeeded at
the city government level and can
succeed in colleges.
While most student governments
have devised their own constitutions, including provisions for
meeting times and public access,
these are not legally binding.
Among its many provisions, the
Brown Act dictates that all
governments
meetings
be
publicized 24 hours in advance and
all meetings be open to the public.
The act also establishes criteria for
executive sessions. Violation of the
act is a misdemeanor.

Associated student governments
on college campuses today are
backed by thousands of student
dollars. The SJSU student
government budget alone of
$520,455 is proof of the potential
financial power of college
government.
Student government at the
college and university level has
long outgrown the days of sock
hops and senior proms. Today
student government is working to
provide much needed legal, consumer and academic services for
the thousands of students in the
state and effective regulations over
its activities are a must.
The Keene legislation has earned
the endorsement of SJSU A.S.
President John Rico and the
Student Presidents Association of
the California state universities
and colleges.
It now deserves the full support
of college students and student
government leaders who realize
the importance of protection by
law for all factions on campus.

Letters to the Editor
Ileprogram
computer
Editor:
Ho hum. Another school year is
upon us with students again
guessing how many weeks until
they are bored stiff with their
classes.
Ah, but this year there’s a different twist. This year Master
Computer X selected the cubicle
into which the student will be
programmed with boredom.
With just a little more
programing, Master Computer X
possibly could have achieved some
amazing results.
As it is now, there are majors in
this university under which a
student could conceivably not
speak with a professor or a fellow
student and still obtain a degree.
As much as I hate to quote
Richard Nixon, he vowed to "bring
us together." Master Computer X
can be reprogrammed to "bring us
together" instead of making
zombies programmed away from
being alive and thinking people.
Ideas on how to reprogram the
computer-come on zombies use
your imagination. In case you
couldn’t come up with any, I’ll
endeavor to give a few to anyone
still interested at this point.

and
shoot
us.
This
is
totalitarianism!" These were the
comments by one professor in the
Economics department after it had
been
announced
that
the
Economics department had been
"disenfranchised."
The faculty personnel committee-made up of economics
teachers--has been completely
stripped of all duties and
responsibilities. They can no
longer hire new, teachers or
recommend status for faculty
already in the dept. They can no
longer choose what classes will be
taught or who’s doing the teaching!
This will all be done by a handpicked
committee
of
administrators--none, of course,
having been involved in economics.
The answer to why all this has
happened is quite simple. The
majority of the department voted
against department chairman
Willis in the faculty selectiondirectly against the wishes of the
administration-particularly President Bunzel.
Bunzel, without precedent,
appointed loser Willis to the chair.
The majority of the department
voted to retain three economics
instructors: Gayle Southworth,
Editor:
David Landes and Andy Parnes"The next step by the ad- who were later fired anyway by the
ministration will be to take us out administration.

To start off we have the computer break the students up into
about a hundred groups. This is all
very tentative, but let’s suppose
each of these groups were to get
together once every two months to
let students have a forum on a vital
topic of importance to the school,
community or nation.
Their ideas, papers, programs
and recommendations should then
be presented into the most appropriate channel for perhaps
some real action to come from
their energy.
If this sounds too complicated, an
even more simple level could be
approached. How about every
student being given the names and
phone numbers of ten other people
in their department. They could
either meet once a month, work on
a problem together, watch out for
each others’ welfare. The whole
idea is that the possibilities are
endless.
I hope someone will respond to
this, so I don’t feel my sense of
community has gone totally down
the drain at this university.
Jim Lindsay
Business Senior

The basic conflict of interests
between the economics faculty and
the administration is the main
cause of these problems. It seems
the administration is putting it’s
foot in a lot of other places where it
doesn’t belong.
For example, student government. What a complete farce!
Students get to make their own
decisions--except when they .
cohflict with President Bunzel-as ’
in the recent case where a local
judge backed Bunzel’s demand
that more money be given to "his
programs" than the students in
government felt was fair.
It’s happening in New College,
where the administration just
announced another re-evaluation is
due (they just had one not more
than two years ago!).
It’s happening in the Women’s
Center-they just closed down the
old Birth Control Center-despite a
STUDENT referendum which saw
students clearly voting to stop the
closing of the Birth Control Center.
It is only by uniting into one
common front--an organized
coalition-that we can stop the
further erosion of our democratic
freedoms. It’s getting late.
Fred Lowe
Economics major

Mayor candidates
viewpoints clash

’Shops’ boss
denies charge

By Sandy Tuchinsky
In an atmosphere of animosity
and a facade of mutual politeness,
Janet Gray Hayes and Bart Collins
candidates for the office of mayor,
met before the Asian Americans
for Community Involvement
(AACI) of Santa Clara Valley
Friday night to state their campaign platforms and answer
questions from the audience.
Taking almost directly opposite
viewpoints on every stand the
candidates debated the financial
status of San Jose. Collins said the
city was "almost broke and Hayes
refuted that saying this was not
true since the budget must meet a
balance at the close of every year.
Stating that because of the
disability of a left ear, Collins was
able to "sometimes turn his mute
ear so as not to hear shrill complaints," Hayes retorted that she
"listens to all voices in the community and never would tune out
any voice."
Collins with 28 years of experiences as the Chief of Detectives in the San Jose Police
Department felt the running of the
city had been badly organized with
’.piece-meal zoning and the
wasting of the taxpayers money."
New highways he felt should not be
built in all directions but the city

By Tim O’Neill
Replying to charges made
Friday, Harry Wineroth, manager
of Spartan Shops, stated that the
lowering and standardization of
the base pay for student employes
was not the result of the addition of
managerial personnel.
Ken Yeager, an employee of
Spartan Shops for three years,
stated in a community comment
column, that he felt the standardized base pay and changes in
pay raise policy were the result of
the appointment of an additional
manager for the Student Union
food services.
"When I took over as manager of
Spartan Shops there were a
number of descrepencies. The food
service in the residence halls was
being run one way and the food
service in the Student Union
another," Wineroth said. "I just
had to get them together."
"Since the majority of students
were receivng two dollars an hour,
we set up a new pay scale with this
as our base," Wineroth stated.
According to Wineroth, the new
pay scale was set up in September,
1974. Yeager claimed that some
students were starting at $2.19 an
hour last Spring.
The $2 an hour rate is basically
the same as other universities are

should concentrate on the most
important ones.
To the small audience of mostly
Asian Americans, Hayes told them
she was not going to take
responsibility for 62 years of city
planning, especially the Community Theatre which she said was
built before her time on the council.
Hayes promised the audience
that she would keep the tax rate
within reason and said the council
had ended urbal sprawl by setting
a limit to areas by making reserve
units.
"We won’t proceed farther than
the areas designated," she said,
"but will concentrate on inner city
problems where it’s needed."
Asked by the audience about the
Affirmative Action, a program
designed to give equal employment
at City Hall, Hayes responded with
solid support while Collins wanted
the best person he could get, going
mainly on a persons credentials.
But on the question of equal rights
Collins said the audience who
immediately broke out in an
amazed wave of titters "I haven’t
seen an Asian American yet that
couldn’t take care of himself."

Penni Gladstone

lc.net Grey Hayes and Bart Collins

paying their student employees,"
said Mike Nolan, director of food
service.
Prior to last September students
were given periodic raises every
two semesters.
"We did away with that system
and began giving raises in accordance with performance. If a
student proves,to be an efficient
worker, they ‘tivill get a raise. I
think it is more efficient to give
merit raises rather than raises
based soley on time," Wineroth
said.
The appointment of Mike Nolan
as director of the entire food service the entire food service
operation didn’t come until last
Spring.
"It was a case of having too
many chiefs and not enough Indians," Wineroth explained.
According to Wineroth the food
service in the Student Union has
been losing money ever since it
first opened in 1969.
A study was done by John
Milano, who, Wineroth said, is an
authority in the food service field.
"He recommended that a
director be appointed to take
charge of both the food service in
the Student Union and in the
residence halls.
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Most rape ’premeditated’
By Sandy Tuchinsky
Does a woman
really
provoke her own rape? Are
rapes really the split second
decision of a man when he
sees a female alone in a dark
unprotected area?
According to Women
Against Rape (WAR), a nonprofit
crisis
referral
telephone line, the answer is
no.
In the past 18 months
WAR, which operates out of
the San Jose YMCA, has
received about 3,000 calls,
200 from rape victims.
"All are myths, " said
Doris Harrig, referring to
the often quoted theories of
why a woman is raped.
Harrig is staff coordinator of
WAR’s 20 volunteers.
Statistics show only four
per cent of reported rapes
Involve any provocation or
encouraging behavior on the
part of the victim, said
Harrig.
"Some men think," said
Harrig, "that because a man
buys a woman a drink at a
bar that this is an open invitation to rape her, but this
is not true."
According to a book
compiled by WAR, "Stop
Rape", studies show that
rapes committed by three or

Last year, more than 500
students bought credit for
lasses they never attended,
laid Dr. Mara Southern,
{esting office director.
The procedure, kr own as
redit by exam differs from
he former challenge in that
be student must enroll and
ay for the class before he
can test to receive credit for
pubject matter he already
Plows.

The change was deemed
necessary by the A.S.
Council because instructors,
who are paid on the basis of
’ class workload received no
credit for the one-shot exam
they provided under the
challenge system, Southern
said.
Now instiuctors receive
the same credit for providing
an exam as they do for instructing a class all
semester.
The actual testing is done
in the testing office with
testing office personnel
supervising, Southern said.
Because students who take
credit-by -exam are now
counted in enrollment,
Southern said, 15-16 full-time
faculty positions have been
retained.
In theory, any class may
be tested for credit,"
Southern said, "but in reality
this is not possible.
"It’s up to the individual
instructor. Fdor some
classes it is not possible to
test -lab classes for instance."
If the student passes the
exam, he will receive creditno credit instead of a letter
grade, Southern said.
If he fails , he may opt to
attend the class for the rest
of the semester, or can settle
or no credit on his transcript, she added.

Doris Harrig mans referral line

Fuel, electric
conservation
plan retained

Spartaguide
TUESDAY
Economics
Student
Association will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the S.U. Almaden
Room.
Baha’i Student Forum will
meet at 8 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. There will
a slide presentation.
WEDNESDAY
Sierra Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the S.U. Pacifica
Room.
Pi Sigma Alpha and the
Associated Students are
sponsoring a talk by Norman
Mineta, candidate for the
13th Congressional District.
The talk will be at 12:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Umunhum Room.
SJSU Shoto-Kan Karate Club
is meeting at 3:30 p.m. in
PER 279.

It ,001H THIRD SINE,
AN JOSE CA 9611.1
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
2:00

WITH THIS AD
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20% OFF

000
New College will present a
class called Dostoevsky: A
theological
interpretation.
The couse will be traught by

ONE LUNCH
SEPT. 17 THRU 24

"We have letters from
PG&E stating the problem is
going to far worst than it was
last winter," he continued.
Boilers are being kept
down as much as possible,
fewer lights are burning at
night and temperatures in
buildings will be 68 degrees
during the winter months,
Bollinger said.
"The interesting thing is
the volume of energy being
used has been reduced
between 25 and 30 per cent,
but the rate increase is still
higher than before we went
on energy conservation,"
said Bollinger.
In efforts to conserve
energy, lights not absolutely
necessary to the security of
the campus at night have
been cut off, he continued.
Lights in the Student
Union,
the
Business
Building, Duncan Hall and
flood lights outside Tower
Hall are turned out at night.
The fountain, located in
front of the Natural Science
Building, was also shut off to
conserve energy.
Bollinger said the fountain
and flood lights outside
Tower Hall were merely for
show.

Campus briefs
Fran Torigian and Dr.
Willie Ellison, both SJSU
graduates have been named
criminal justice advisers to
l’roject Safer California. The
two-year program will
develop criminal justice
standards and goals for
California.
000
Students
can
earn
academic Credit by working
with pre-school children in
Head Start or A.I.M.
classrooms under SCALE, a
SJSU volunteer program.
Interested students can call
277-2189 for more information, according to a
spokesman.
000
The "Welcome Wagon
International" organization
will have an information
table at the north end of the
main level of the Student
Union today from 8 a.m. to 4

FOR LUNCH

11-00 A.M.

By Benny Lott
SJSU is observing energy
conservation measures
instigated during the peak of
the energy crisis last winter,
according to Bryon Bollinger, superintendent of
buildings and grounds.
The dorms also adopted a
plan which they operated
under to conserve energy
during the energy crisis.
Since that time they abandoned that plan.
Maintenance complied
with Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke’s request to cut back
on fuel and electrical power
consumption by decreasing
lighting, heat and ventilation
on campus.
SJSU also received letters
from Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E) urging
conservation, said Bollinger.
There still is an energy
crisis, he said.
However, there does not
seem to be as much of
concern over the problem as
there was when the energy
crisis was at its peak,
Bollinger said.
"Truthfully we don’t know
how serious the eoergy
problem is right now. We will
just have to wait and see,"
said Bollinger.

Early semester
blasted, praised
Opinion of students and
teachers at SJSU differs on
the issue of the early
semester calendar which
ends the fall semester before
Christmas Vacation.
One problem recognized
by students is a loss of
summer earnings.
Some students see the
longer winter break as a
chance to do more things of
interest they don’t have time
for during school.
Other students held opposite opinions about cutting
short the summer vacation
in order to have a longer
winter break.
One student liked the idea
of the semester ending
before Christmas because
there would be less to think
about during the vacation.
"I like it better because
you get out before Christmas, plus I don’t have to
worry about finals during
vacation. The vacation is
longer," said Mary Jane
Best, a junior majoring in
occupational therapy.

SPARKS
j roll!

THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

BESTSELLERS - WEEK OF
SEPTEMBER 16, 1974
Warner

I HE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
Simon & Schuster
’THE ONION FIELD by VVambaugh
Dell

FREE
Tour of the SJSU Library
Monde! thru Friday
Sept 9-2C
10:30
1:30
2:30

Start

NI fast floor, Central Wing

at the

Main

Hance

$1.95

’THE GULAG ARCHIPELAGO, by Sozhenitsyn
1.95
Harper & Row
4.95
1.75

I AIN’T MUCH BABY -BUT I’M ALL I’VE GOT,
2.95
by Lair
Doubleday
THE GOLD OF THE GODS, by Von Daniken
1.75
Bantam
"BORN TO WIN, by James & Jongward
Addison-Wesley
‘THE FIRST DEADLY SIN, by Sanders
Berkley

4.95
1.95

"THE END OF A PRESIDENCY, by the Staff of the
2.25
New York Times
Bantam
’NORTH DALLAS FORTY, by Gent
NAM

MI
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FREE Tacos
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2 FREE Bean Burritos
(Red or Green)
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OF SEPT

23
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2 FREE Tostadas
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ONE COUPON
GOOD SEPT
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PER

ADULT

30 THRU OCT
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1

One FREE Meat or
Combo Burrito
ONE COUPON
GOOD WEEK

PER

ADULT

OF OCT.

7

THRU

13

t-TASSIFIED
Honda Cl. 90 1968 ’,Lefler’, sondiGon
only 1600 miles 100 plus M P G See
in appret,ate 5200 Call 114 1 611

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Students lnferesf,d in competetive
badminton,
tournaments.
or
Possible club, contact Roger Hedge.
479 South 14th St . 293 9390 for in
formation
Please kelp. Homes needed ASAP for
lovable 4 rho Old black short hair
kittens Call 374 1698 eves
Al 14 locations in the county. Head
Start classes begin Oct 7, Call the
Volunteer Office at 299 2417 and find
out about the center nearest you
Tired of fouling around? Get gassed
Men,
oelh the "Flying Aces’’
bership Drive 9 17. 919. 024. 975
Student Union For into
227 23,2
Free Retail Catalog
pipes. wale.
P ipe, bongs, cigarette papers
rolling machines, superstones.
corn., etc Gabriella’s Goodies. Box
434, Hollywood Ca 90028
Sprout
Sandwiches all
kinds
HERO 5 no cents We accept Food
Stamps 126 E San Salvador btwn
Ircl & 4th St,

The D
171 5 3rd St
San Jose, Ca
Used Equipment Sale
Wkkor 135mrn Telephol0 COM 5165
E Nikkor 50min F2 8 Lens 190 8
75nun Enlarging Lenses ’710
Several Enlarging lenses to choose
Mobile Home, 8,35 I bcfrin exc. cond
Set up in shady adult park sir lawns &
trees $7600 cash Phone 2924150
VW Bog 1970. automatic. sunroof
Excellent condition 374 0885 even
Or 777 2439 days
Noah’s Ark
Waterbed Co
86 Keyes St San Jose
289 8451
SAL E i Prices Reduced On
Many Styles Up to 70 percent
Complete Healed Beds From $129
Flocked Velvet Posters-large variety
S2.50 each. Ne summer king site
tapestries s6.95 I
pack of 25
for SO cents Large variety of patches iron on transfers Imported
walking nanosfrom India Pipes and
parophenahas Strobe lights Large
variety of balck lights, one block
Irons the college SO E San Fee.
nano*, St

HELP WANTED

Part lime Help to deliver draperies
Hours are flexible Phone 755 9630

PERSONALS
Writing and Research assistance
Typing and editing Call 726 8470
Typing
Term
theses
dissertations Close to campus 998
1869
Ironing, typing end babysitting in my
home Call 2939300
Mono Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at’
Me price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 17 years of
satISIlecl customers Phone 996 1252
be free estimate
Typist Prof . Caper . Effie . Pick up
and delivery 50 cents per pg & IBM
arbon elec Jean 359 0267

Furnished Rooms too Rant Female
Only ii, blocks from campus All
uto pd Washer & dryer ’,notifies.
new turn
ref rig in ea ern . pluS
earthily Must see Co appreciate 441
So 6th St Single Rrn 580 00. Double
Phone 797 4057 Mrs
Rrn
555 00
Rodger

Rent a TV or Stereo, free delivery free
service Esche’s 251 2598

Part Time.
DriverWarehouseman.
Steady 5 hrs daily Hours flexible,
mornings or afternoons 57 50 hr
Cold storage meat co 298 4903

Friday Flicks presents "The Mack"
stars Max Julien, Rich Pryor I Don
Gordon It’s a hard hitting, fast and
far moving tale of a cool few Fri 9
20 Morris Dailey Aud 2 shows 7 & 10
p m 30 cents by Alpha Phi

Men a, Women Drivers for ice crew,’
candy scat drink route Afternoons
and weekends. lull or part two. 3010
50percent cononiSSron Tropical Ice
Cream Co 330 Race St 297 4228

Teacher to Share 3 bedroom house
with one roommate only Choice of
room, study area, close to bus line
878 Cottontail, Si Call 2070816 from
1 30 5 000e visit house after 5 30
pm $75 $109

Paid Help needed registering voters
Hours flexible. Phone 293 3342

FOR SALE

Telephone Solicitor
Green Thumb Lawn Service
Evenings and weekends
13 00 to SIO 00 Per hour
We turn lawns green
245 4910

Mini Sony Tape Recorder w acc
Value 5190 Now 5100 Phone 713 9814
Lee
He Honda CL, Must sell Only 8000
miles 5750 or best offer Contact
Bernie at 374-3440 cot 130 (work) or
1091 Roewill Dr CJ
Typewriter, I Standard. 1 portable 525
each Leather briefcase $500 Comfy
desk chair S12 Phone 717 607e

Teochers need reliable $itter at our
Refs
7 30 to 5 00 Daily
horn
required Willow Glen or bus 297
4187 after 6
Sales Managers-JSalestrien
After school and weekends
Green Thumb Lawn Service
We turn lawns green
Phone 2401920

65 Ford Camper -Van f brills top, range
and own, sink, icebox, etc sleeps 4,
ecOn 6 cyl, 3 spd. ex cued 11995
Phone 243 1127

Female to share 3 bdrin apt
campus/ with 3 other girls
plus utilities Call 797 7715

Two

Three Four

Floe

days

days

days

3 lines

61.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

.35

4 lines

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2.50

3,00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

days

incur
$5300

Room at Washburn Hall
Selling
female only Call 7770649 for further
infOrmallort
Male or female to tees One room studio
$5000 Kitchen at 4 ’aft, privileges
Auzerais and Malin t Phone 217
1656
Girl 10th.,. large 3 Writs house with
one other girl $9250 plus utilities
Auterais and Market 287 1656
Large
House for rent, furnished
lovely 2 story. w fireplace S 10th
walk to school Garage and ample
off street parking Phone 152 4247
after 6
Studio, unfurnished, near campus,
util pd 440 S 10th St . 595 00 Phone
125 9367

Classified Rates
One
day

,,uist

Each addlt
local day

Interested m buying Lionel trains Call
172 0165
Sensitive Young Gentleman W C.P.
and voice detect is looking tor a
lasting relationship with an un
derslanding female
Call 299 7308
alter 5 p rn

AUTOMOTIVE
Journeyman Mechanic will save yOu
On auto repairs. Major repairs On
foreign cars
Minor only
on
American cars Co. VW lone up $25
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 295 3771
Mustang 1966, 209 Automatic Moving
must sell. Good Condition 510000
After 6 00 p m 752 4277

HOUSING

Quiet upstairs rin in private home
near SJSU for straight serious male
student No drinking 2976079

omega.

3 Bedroom House on S 11th Street $210
per ’noon" on 1 yr leaSe Call 293
7464

SERVICES

Interview
Sales Survey. $3.09 hr
housewives door to door. distribute
advertising on low cOst foods. and
make appointments for our sales
people Sates background required
and must like meeting people Mr
See. 796 4900

Ballet College age
classes
at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termediate students Small classes.
Beverly
individual
attention
Eufratia Grant, Director 241 1300

Europe Israel -Africa
Student flights all year !mind
CONTACT ISCA. 11687 San Vincent,
Blvd No 4.1 A Calif 90049
Tel 13131 976 5669. 0760059

Friday Flocks presents "The Mack"
stars Max .1W/en. Rich Pryor & DOn
Gordon it’s a hard hitting, fast and
far moving tale of a cool few Fri 9
20 Morris Dailey Aud. 2 shovel 7 & 10
pm 50 cents by Alpha Phi Omega.

Sell it
will] a
Spartan gaily
Classified

Print Your Ad Here:
approx. 3 7 letters and spaces for each line)
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flint Name
ach additional be
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1.95

Harrig said, "It’s a start in
any event."
I Continued on Page 6.)

TACO LA PAZ/ 380 E. Santa Clara St./San Jose, CA

Oiaco

to be desired," said James
Beavers, a senior accounting
major.
One student thought the
idea was good because it
means less commuting for
her during the semester.
"Its fine with me. I have to
commute from Hollister. A
shorter semester means less
commuting plus I get the
same amount of class units
for the shorter period," said
Esperanza Walters, a junior
majoring in health science.

she might be prone to do it
again," explained Spector.
But the information will
still go to the judge to be used
at his discretion an unsatisfactory compromise to
both NOW and WAR.

the National Organization
for Women ( NOW ),a new bill
will go into effect in January
(SB 16-78 bill) that inhibits
the defendants attorney
from bringing up a woman’s
past sexual history in court.
This was a previous
practice called the Unchaste
Character Law which said
"If a woman has done it once

witness anyway. Yet she’s
the one who must bare her
soul in front of the jurythe man need never testify
at all. Some of the questions
asked makes a woman
wonder why she ever even
bothered with a judicial
proceeding, " Harrig said.
According to Barbara
Spector, a representative of

oI

With the semester being
shorter some students
thought there would not be
enough time to complete the
Dr. Frederick Feied. The required amount of work.
first meeting is this Thurs"I think I will have enough
day at 4 p.m. at the New time to complete all that is
College
Building. required of me. As far as
Arrangements for times and liking or disliking it I haven’t
meeting places will be given it much thought, but a
discussed.
longer Christmas vacation is
000
Applications for California
Advertisement
Part Time Billing Clerks
State Scholarships are
Accurate typing 50-60 worn
available at the office of
and familiarity with 10 key
adding machine required.
Assemblyman
John
Full time 2 weeks per mo:
Vasconcellos, D -Calif.,
One opening each on day &
swing
shift. Call Personnel,
according to a spokesman
735-7000, ext 353 or stop by
from his office, located at
950 DeOulgne Sunnyvale.
Equal opportunity employer.
4320
Stevens
Creek
ROCKWELL INTERNA
Boulevard, Suite 128, San
TIONAL. Business Equipment Division. Microelec
Jose. The deadline for filing
t ron Its Group.
s Nov. 22.

SYBIL, by Schreiber

more men are planned 90 per
cent of the time, and in rapes
committed by one man, 58
per cent are planned.
Yet, in many cases, police,
hospitals, judges and juries
subconciously suppose a
woman who doesn’t look like
a vestal virgin of the silent
era is merely "asking for it"
in the way she dresses, said
Harrig.
"If a woman is not ab
solutely hysterical, but
appears calm, even if inside
she isn’t, the police tend to
disbelieve her. They seem to
inflict a character judgment
as to what a rape victim
should look like.
It a girl has been hitchhiking and has been raped
she has almost no chance of
getting a trial at all," said
one woman who mans the
referral line and works with
rape victims.
In most rape cases, said
Harrig, "It’s the woman
who’s made to feel like the
criminal instead of the
rapist. The way the rape
laws work, her case may
only be taken by the district
attorney who weeds out most
of them anyway, unless he’s
sure to get an absolute
conviction.
"The woman is just a
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Spartans bite Fresno Bulldogs, 28-7
By Steve Lopez
The ride from Fresno State
to San Jose takes about three
hours.
Sometimes, however, the
ride back to Fresno can take
much longer; or so it seems.
Saturday night was one of
those times for the Fresno
State Bulldogs, who put on a
of
exhibition
splendid
helplessness in losing to the
impressive Spartans, 28-7,
before a Spartan Stadium
crowd of 16,155.
Despite the futility of
Fresno, much credit is due
the Spartans who controlled
the line of scrimmage on
both offense and defense
throughout most the game to
prove again that last week’s
47-10 drubbing of Santa Clara
University was no fluke.
Spartan head coach Darryl
Rogers had looked to the
Fresno game cautiously
saying, "The Fresno game
will be the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association opener
and it becomes dog-eatdog."
Well, the Spartans ate dog,
alright. They feasted on
Bulldogs, in fact.
Both teams took their turn
at ineffectiveness in the first
quarter.
But the Spartans, apparently partial to the
second quarter, brought the
crowd to its feet as the team
exploded with four touchdowns to take a commanding
28-0 half-time lead.

stew

Leckie

Spartan receiver Mike Hopkins grabs a Kimball pass.
Sophomore running back got underway as senior
Steve Bruce high-stepped quarterback Craig Kimball,
around left end on con- the nation’s seventh leading
secutive plays for pickups of passer last year, located his
eight and nine yards to move favorite targetsenior Ike
the Spartans to the 14.
McBeein the end zone.
The SJSU aerial show then
McBee
was
covered

The first touchdown drive
was set up by sophomore
Gary Maddocks, who fielded
a Bulldog punt at the Fresno
48 and side-stepped oncoming defenders to pick up
17 yards to the 31.

Woman’s

Booters host Hayward tonight

prediction
leads staff

St. Clair frustrates Greeks
when Tony Rosa broke free
from the Greek defense, took
a pass from left back Ovadia
Misrahi and booted the ball
past SF goalie Juan
Serratoes.
The Greeks tied the score
with a minute left in the 45minute first half with a
direct free penalty kick after
Spartan right halfback Bob
Koch committed a foul.
Victor Kolichev scored the
pointSt. Clair had no real
chance to stop the ball.
Direct free penalty kicks
often result in scores as the
only man allowed between
the kicker and net is the
goalie.

By Mike Lefkow
If Milan Havlik of the San
Francisco Greek Americans
soccer club spent Thursday
night having nightmares of
SJSU goalie Gary St. Clair
making incredible stops, it is
little wonder.
Four times last Thursday
evening St. Clair leapt, dove
and jumped just in time to
prevent goals by Havlik as
the Spartans won their third
game in as many tries this
season, 2-1, in Spartan
Stadium.
It seemed that Havlik was
jinxed all night because any
one of his four shots could
have been goals had an
ordinary goalkeeper been
guarding the net.
With all of St. Clair’s
heriocs however, the big
play came about half way
through the second half when
a shot by the Greeks Tony
Panayides hit the crossbar of
the goal on the underside but,
according to the referees,
failed to go all the way in.
The
Greeks
protested
vigorously, but it was to no
avail.
San Jose’s first goal was
scored in the 25th minute

closely by the Fresno
secondary but Kimball
lobbed the pass perfectly and
McBee fought off his
defender to make the grab
just inside the right corner of
the end zone.
But Rogers wasn’t extremely satisfied with the
play of his team.
"I don’t think we ever
really got up for the game,"
Rogers said.
"The kids weren’t skyhigh
for Fresno State. There are
games on a schedule when
you can’t get up, so you have
to play on talent. That’s what
we did against Fresno
State."
Rogers said he was
pleased with the defensive
front line and the secondary
and looks for improvement
from the young offensive
line.
Kimball, who connected on
10 of 18 passes for 129 yards,
was voted offensive player of
the game. Wasick, who
collected eight unassisted
tackles, four assists and two
quarterback sacks, was
defensive player of the
game.
Running back Bruce
impressed with 81 yards in 21
attempts.
The Spartans, 5-4-2 last
year, have completely
overpowered their two earlyseason oppontnts with a
composite score of 75-14 ( 4710 over Santa Clara last

Whoever said women can’t
pick football winners as well
as the guys?
Certainly not
Blaise
Castren, Mike Lefkow, Steve
Lopez and Mike Romito.

San Jose untied the game
at the eight minute mark of
the second half with a
penalty kick of its own. Ken
Davis, this year’s leading
scorer, booted his third goal
of the season after Greek
Pasquale
defenseman
Ancona was called for illegal
use of hands.

Paul Rlamardan

SJSU’s Luis lbarra (11) takes shot
a happy Menendez.
The Spartans start what
they hope will be the road to
the playoffs with a game
against Hayward State
tonight at Spartan Stadium.

SJSU
coach
Julie
Menendez was pleased with
his team’s victory,
"We beat a real good
team, a heckuva team," said

Since the first three games
were not against college
opponents they will not count
in the league standings. The
rest of the games will,
however.

Bonnie Richardson out predicted the rest of the
sports staff, picking 12 out of
15 professional and college
football ’Pigskin Picks’ held
this past weekend.
Sports Editor Castren and
writer Romito correctly
selected 10 correct grid
battles while Lopez chose
nine and Lefkow eight
winners.
The Daily sports staff
unanimously picked college
victories by SJSU over
Fresno, the University of
Florida over Cal and LSU
over Colorado.
In professional games the
staff agreed on wins by the
Cinncinati Bengles over the
Cleveland Browns and the
Kansas City Chiefs over the
New York Jets.
Richardson out-picked the
Spartan staff in choosing
Chicago over Detroit. The
Bears downed the Lions 17-9.

week).
Next week the team will
get a true test when it faces
the California Bears at
Berkeley.
Kicker Ron Ploger converted to make it 7-0 at 12:19.
The touchdown pass was
Kimball’s thirty-second in
his illustrious SJSU career,
surpassing the record of 31
set 25 years ago by Gene
Menges ( now the SJSU
baseball coach).
The Spartans were apparently fascinated with the
idea of lighting up the score
board and decided to do it
again, soon.
Seven seconds later, to be
exact.
On Fresno’s first play
after the SJSU kickoff,
Sulldog quarterback Nef
Cortez dropped back and
fired a strike
to Spartan
defensive back Rick James.
James, a junior, cut in
front of the intended receiver
with perfect timing, picked
off the pass on the left side of
the
field
and
raced
diagonally 41 yards to the
right corner of the end zone

Wasick toyed with a
prospective blocker and
dumped the Fresno signalcaller for a 10-yard loss,
Spartans
the
giving
possession at their own 45.
Two Kimball passes to
McBee and another to
Hopkins set up an eight-yard
touchdown scamper Ay
junior running back Mary
Stewart, the San Jose City.0
and
transfer
College
possessor of numerous
California junior college
rushing records.
Stewart, who appeared to
be stacked up at the line of
scrimmage, lived up to his
accolades as he eluded the
defenders and raced around
right end for the score with
just 34 seconds left in the
half.
SJSU managed 98 yards
rushing in the second half,
but the Spartans conservative play and the
Bulldogs’ futile play sent
many fans home early.
Fresno finally found the
end zone at 1:15 of the fourth
quarter following a 74-yard
drive.

to the exuberant delight of
the standing crowd.
James beautifully picked
his course in cutting across
the grain to elude the
defenders.
Ploger converted to make
it 14-0 at 12:02.
The next SJSU drive
started on the Fresno 43. The
Spartans quickly drove to
the 10, where Kimball lobbed
a pass over the middle to
junior tight end Dan Prager.
Ploger converted to make
it 21-0 at 7:19, making it
three touchdowns in four
minutes and 50 seconds for
the Spartans.
On its next possession,
Fresno drove to the Spartan
35 where it was confronted
with a fourth -and-eight
situation.
Fresno elected to go for the
yardage. The Bulldogs didn’t
elect to meet Spartan
defensive end Dave Wasick.
Wasick, a senior AllAmerican candidate, wasn’t
in on the election, but he was
in on the Fresno quarterback.
The six-foot-twc, 225-pound

Kimball, McBee,
sparkling combo
Saturday night the Spartans tried to
establish a running game early, but
mistakes and an inability to move the ball
consistently dictated going to the air.
"We knew they (Fresno) would be blitzing
so we tried to run on them," Kimball noted.
One of the reasons San Jose finally went to
its passing game was because McBee was
continually beating his man.
"I got good coverage twice the whole
night," McBee said.
The speedy receiver, who caught five
passes for 48 yards Saturday, said that he
received some double coverage in the
second half. Unfortunately by then it was too
late for Fresno.
Although Kimball and McBee are AllAmerica candidates, both realize that their
chances of actually receiving that honor is
slim. San Jose’s football program is just too
small. Yet it bothers neither of them.
McBee admitted that he and Kimball
don’t get the credit they deserve but added,
"People who need to know, like scouts, will
know."
Both players are hoping to be drafted by
the pros.
"However, if I don’t.! have things to fall
back on," said Kimball, a radio and
television major.
Although Kimball and McBee are certair j
of themselves neither are quite sure hcnk
good the team is.
Kimball and McBee, as well as defensivt
back and Spartan co-captain Clay Jackson,
think SJSU is very good. But all three admit
the real tests will come against California
and Stanford who will entertain the Spar..,
tans for the next two Saturday afternoons
"If the line gives us time, we will be ablt
to pass on Cal," said Kimball, referring to
the opponent they will play next week.
But a cautious Jackson added, "If we pleb
like we did tonight, we’ll lose."
!Pl i

By Mike Lefkow
The fans were worried. The first quarter
was over and SJSU and Fresno State
University were deadlocked 0-0. The
Spartans had lost the ball on fumbles the
first two times they had it and the passing
game wasn’t working.
All of a sudden quarterback Craig Kimball dropped back, surveyed the scene, and
fired a 14 yard touchdown pass to his
favorite receiverIke McBeewho simply
outleaped his defender in the left corner of
the end zone for the ball that gave the
Spartans a 7-0 lead.
The Spartans proceeded to score three
more times in the second quarter as they
crushed Fresno State 28-7.
It was significant that the Kimball to
McBee combination started San Jose on its
way, for in two years and two games, that
combination has become the most prolific
passing unit in SJSU history.
With most of their senior year yet to go,
Kimball and McBee already hold numerous
SJSU career records. Kimball holds records
for pass completions, yards passirg, total
offensive yardage and TD passesa record
that he broke Saturday night by tossing his
31st career TD pass to McBee to break that
0-0 tie.
McBee holds career records for receptions, yardage gained, and will most certainly break the record for career touchdown receptions barring no injury.
Both players admit they are among the
best at their trade in the country.
"We’ve worked hard for four years," says
Kimball, "Me and Ike worked together all
summer and now its beginning to pay off."
Although the Spartans are basically a
passing team, the offense is not built around
the pass.
"We run a wide open attack," said
Kimball.
""
"""""
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SJSU fencer aims for Olympics
By Bonnie Richard s..n
"Fencing has become my
life," explained Gay
Jacobsen, SJSU student
who won the national
women’s foil championship
in June. "I’m training now
for the Olympics," she
said.
Her coach, Michael
D’Asaro, also head fencing
coach at SJSU, is "quite
certain she’ll make the
Olympic team" in 1976.
"We’re shooting for a
medal," he said.
No American has ever
won the fencing gold medal
in the 011ympics, said
D’Asaro. The last time the
U.S. team even placed was
when Albie Axelrod came
in third in 1960.
Jacobsen, who lives in
Los Gatos, came to SJSU
this year for more coaching
and better opponents. She
:.: attended the University of
i* California in Santa Barbara last year.
She is actually attracting
good fencers to this school
from other parts of the
country, D’Asaro said.
Stacey Johnson of Texas
:K and Vincent Hurley of New
York--Jacobsen’s teammates in the 1974 Under
Twenty World Championships ( UTWC ) in

try "again, and again, and
again."
The 19-year -old slim,
blond,
green-eyed
Jacobsen, began fencing at
age 11, after watching a
friend of the family
working out.
"You can’t just watch
fencing," she said. "You
have to participate in it.It’s
such a dynamic sport."
The friend, A.L. Lale,
became her first coach.
Two years later she began
competing in San FranciSco where D’Asaro
noticed her in a tournament.
"She was getting really
beat all the time," said
D’Asaro. "I didn’t want the
girl to get discouraged
because I saw she had
talent."
He arranged to give her
lessons twice a week. The
drive from Ripon, where
they lived, to San Francisco, took two hours.
Jacobsen worked out three
or four hours each time.
"They’ve never complained," Jacobsen said of
her parents, who have
supported her disire to
fence with money as well
as time.
big
is
a
"Money
sacrifice. I didn’t feel it

Gay Jacobsen
Istanbul, Turkey last April
%’ill be here this year.
in
The
first
step
Jacobsen’s quest for a gold
medal is the Pan American
Games this spring. In
August she wants to
compete in the World
University Games in
Yugoslavia.
I
won
the
"Once
nationals I saw that I really
could accomplish what I
wanted to," she said, adding that if she doesn’t win
the gold medal in 1976 she’ll
l

.

.

. .

.

my
because
directly
parents put out alot."
Others have also helped
her
financially.
Her
hometown, Ripon, raised
the money for her to go the
Spain in 1972 for the UTWC.
It was there , she said,
that she "really saw what
fencing was all about. The
determination and spirit
that these fencers of the
different countries had
really appealed to me."
Travel has been one of
the many rewards for
Jacobsen in her fencing.
UCSB sent her to Buenos
Aires in 1973 for the Under
Twenty bouts, and some
Santa Barbara sponsors,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Moller, sent her to the ones
in Turkey this year.
She has been to tournaments
all
over
California, winning the 1872
Junior Olympic Nationals
in women’s fencing in Loa
Angeles.
Jacobsen attributes her
winning to determination
self-confidence.
and
"Actually," she said, "iny
whole thing was selfconfidence."
( D’Asaro)
"Michael
showed me that you have to
:

: ::::

;;

; ;

::::::

have self-confidence to
win," she continued. "If
there’s any doubt or
hesitationyour’re going to
get hit."
Foil, which is the only

fencing weapon women
now compete in, is scored
by the number of hits on a
vest. But, she said sabre
and epee, which men
compete in, are opening up

fencing came easy," she
said.
"I like to do all sorts of
crafts, too, but I haven’t.::.
had time to get into them,":::
she said.

to women,
She also likes basketball
and volleyball, having
played on winning high
school teams in Ripon. "I
was good at sports, so

A
1
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Sharon Mccann

Jacobsen works out with coach Michael D’Asaro.
’
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SJSU flying 20s one of top in nation

Joaquin viliegas

Ace Duncan Pollack with Cessna

By Sue McKissou
A club on campus has won
eight Pacific Coast contests
In the last 10 years, the
national championship three
years, the American Airlines
Safety Award three times
and the award for the best
flying club in the nation
three times.
Many students are not
aware that SJSU "probably
has the best flying club in the
Bay Area," claims Karen
Minkel, communications
officer of Flying Twenty,
Inc.
Flying Twenty is a club of
45 active members founded
in 1934 to promote the
development of aeronautics
and the principles of safety
in flying.
Each year the Flying
Twenty Club competes in the
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
Flying Association PCIFA
Last year the SJSU club

Horsemeat offers
high price break
What are you having for
ner tonight?
A new meat market
opened for business oo
Friday the 13th in Santa
Clara that offers something
different for your table fare.
The 99-cent Meat Market,
3087 El Camino, is selling
USDA inspectedfit for
human’ consumption
horsemeat.
"We are in business to
make a profit, of course, but
we feel we are providing a

service to the public," said
Joe Giallo, co-owner of the
new store.
At a time when beef prices
are so high, Giallo said he
believes horsemeat will find
a growing market in the San
Jose area.
One reason is the lower
price of horsemeat. Giallo
buys his meat directly from
sla-ghterhouses in the

Pacific Northwestern states.
"This eliminates the middlemar one reason beef is
so expensive," Giallo said.
Most cuts of meat are less
than 81 a pound and prime
cuts cost up to $1.99 a pound.
Horsemeat a little darker
red in color than beef. It has
a sweeter taste, he said.
Nutritionally, it is about the
same as beef.

City studies ;
housing plan

,iparian Ilamih
Serving the can Jose State
University Community
Since 1,34
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California . Member of
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
/tress. Publ ished daily by San Jose
State University, except Saturday
and Sunday. during the college
year . The opinions expressed
herein are not necessarily those of
the Associated Students, the
College Adrninstration or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising. Subscriptions ac
cepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, 59 each. Semester. $4.50 Oft
campus price per copy, 10 cents.
Phone 277-31a1. Advertising 277.
Alf Press of Erich Printing. San
JOSE

San Jose city officials are -planning stage at his office
developing a plan to level, but it may be tied in to
preserve the city’s neigh- the city’s housing plan.
The housing plan is being
borhoods, David Boggini,
director
of code
en- developed in hopes the city
will receive funds under a
forcement, announced.
Boggini said details of the recently approved special
"neighborhood preservation revenue-sharing bill.
Ideas being considered
program" are still in the
include setting up classes for
homeowners to help them
keep their houses in good
repair and to provide them
from
assistance
with
qualified city employees on
home improvement projects.
What types of programs
and
could be expected in the
Preparation for UCSF Performance Test
neighborhoods adjacent to
offered for
the SJSU campus? Boggini
said it would depend upon
Fall examination
the kind of programs the
homeowners in the area
BEGINS SUNDAY SEPT 22 AT BERKELEY
wanted.
will
program
"The
NATIONAL
li definitely involve people in
the community. We are
D.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
’
: looking to the community to
San Rafael CA. 94903
P.O. Box 6076
come up with what they
(415) 841-8635
think they need," said
Boggini.

Dental Admission Test
Reinew Course

t
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won every award in the
PCIFA and went on to
compete in the National
Flying
Intercollegiate
Association NIFA
The San Jose club was the
top team in ground events in
the national competition held
in St. Cloud, Minn. Dan
Matlack and Marvin Ellis,

New cafe
for gays
proposed

both SJSU students, were
among the top 25 pilots out of
400 contestants. Duncan
Pollock was the top pilot for
the team.
This year the PCIFA will
be held in Concord in
November and the club
anticipates going on to the
NIFA in Santa Fe, N.M.,
Minkel says.
After beginning competition in 1966, the club was
the first Pacific Coast team
win in national competition.
The reason SJSU has such
a successful team is "we
have great advisers, Jerry
Shreve and Jerry Fairbairn.

How does a gay person
meet other
under 21
homosexuals if he can’t go to
gay bars?
One way would be through
a coffee shop, open to gays of
all ages, said Patrick
Winters, a member of
SJSU’s 30-member Gay
Student Union I GSU
The proposal, approved
unanimously at the GSU
meeting Thursday night, will
be presented to the A.S.
Council for possible funding.
Winters said he will ask
the council for $1,000 to
operate the coffee shop on a
once-a-week basis.
A location for the proposed
coffee shop has not been
He
decided, he said.
suggested Jonah’s Wail, an
off-campus building run by
campus
Lutheran
the
ministry, as a possibility.
However, Roy Hoch,
Lutheran campus minister,
said it was "improbable"
that Jonah’s Wail could be
used.
Hoch said the church
wished to use the building for
church activities.
The guiding idea behind
the coffee shop, Winters
said, would be to have a
place for high school gays
"who have come to terms
with their gayness, to come
and talk about it."
It would also be an
alternative for gays over 21
who don’t like to go to bars,
Winters said. "Bars are a
reflection of the pasta
place we used to be at."
"Now
homosexuals,"
"also
said,
Winters
recognize the need for gay
libraries.
literature
organized gay activities, gay
meditation groups and an
intellectual meeting place.

both SJSU aeronautics
professors, who create enthusiasm in our team,"
Menkel said.
In addition to flying, the
clubs three airplanes, two
Cessnas 150 and one Cessna
172, the members parachute,
hang glide and participate in
parties and picnics.
Last year the club
collected Christmas gifts
and flew the gifts to a Northern California Indian
reservation.
Anyone who flies and is a
student at SJSU is eligible to
join the club, Minkel says.
Tryout sessions for the
PCIFA will be held Oct. 12

GAS
Regular 509

and 26 at the South County
Airport in Morgan Hill.
Before a student can
become a member, he or she
is screened to make sure
each member is willing to
artici ate in club activities.

Ethyl 539
OPEN
8:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

PURITAN
OIL CO.
So. 4th & E. Williams

SKI CLUB
MEETING
Thurs. Sept. 19
Journalism Building
Rm. 141 7:30 P.M.
Free Movie

-

fine art material,
drafting supplier
commercial art supplier

10% OFF
ON ALL
ART SUPPLIES

PADS
RAPIDOGRAPH SETS
CASTEL PRODUCTS
ANYTHING YOU NEED
THRU OCTOBER 31, 1974

RAND OPENING!
Our New San Jose Paint and
Wallpaper Co. at Valley Fair
Happening Sept. 19, 12 Noon!
Thur., Sept. 19,
New Phone Number

249-8700

son joie paint
and wallpaper co.
Volley Fair -San Joie -248-4171
365 San Anton:o Rd. Mt.V;ew.941-3600

We’ve got a plan
to make your banking easier.

Mit
arnersim.

_

The College Plan

REG
51.55, NOW
lip

Every Day
A Nourishing Breakfast
inink\xx
includes Toast &
attcsi,

Cheese Omelette

Bacon & Es

PEANUT’S
Across from Admin Bldg.

Hours:

6:30

AM to 9 PM DAILY

What we’ve got is a very
special package of services \
designed specifically for college students. We call it the
College Plan, and here’s what
makes it so special:
The College Plan
Checking Account. First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
iust $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don’t
have to close it in June, reopen it in
the fall.
Personalized College Plan Checks
are included at a very low cost. Scenic Or
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard.’ Next, if you’re a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher. yob can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Conservative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you
BANK Or AMERICA NTIISA

genic, rDiC

, ,rtpc‘d’.,
avoid bounced checks, by coverinl,
all your checks up to a prearranged limit
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplank and Federally Insured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Off

Savings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holidays and vacations.
Student Representatives. Finally, the Col/
lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent graduates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what’s included. why
not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep. and get in our College Plan. It’ll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.

BANK0F AMERICA M
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Women claim innocence:
prvocation is ’a myth’

Captain Marvel
gains new life

examination. If she likts we
i Continued From Page 3.)
One advocate on the crisis will go with her to the doctor
line noticed through her or even to court. Most
work with rape victims that women don’t know that you
the amount of violence are allowed to take someone
committed along with the with you. If she needs
crime is also rising. This she someone to listen, we can
said has less to do with sex solve that problem, too.
"Our referral service" she
than a man asserting his
power over a woman who continued offers counseling,
cannot defend herself as abortion clinics and VD
referral. Since we prefer a
readily as another man.
War, with its 29-hour crisis rape need not even happen
line and referral service, has we also sponsor self-defense
every option available that a classes."
"Right how," she conwoman may take after she’s
tinued, "WAR and NOW are
been raped.
"When a woman whoa working on projects and
been raped calls and asks lectures that we hope will
what she can do," says make some headway within
Harrig, "we tell her that she
can either call the police and
report it, or not report it. If
The Associated
she reports its, she is entitled
medical
free
to
a

at comic store
By Stephen Crawford
In a never-ending battle
for truth and justice,
Superman looms at you in
larger-than-life proportions
claiming the entrance to
Comix.
This incredible comic book
store is located a couple
of blocks west of campus at
73 E. San Fernando St.
Once inside the store, your
eyes never quite become
accustomed to the plethora
of comic books, posters
many are life-sized) and
magazine covers reviving
super hereos and memories
of childhood fantasies.
Bob Sidebottom, 37, owner
and operator of the store, sits
behind the counter drinking
beer and moving in time to
the ’50s jazz rythrns of Fats
Domino
Sidebottom, who has been
presiding over this superhero scene for the last six
years, seems to revel in the
nostalgic atmosphere of
Comix. He claims he is just
as much a character there as
Spiderman, Captain Marvel,
Flash
Gordon
or

Shazam. Long-haired, sliSidebottom
ghtly-bearded
said he does not know the
number of books on the
shelves, but added that there
are comic books from Italy,
France, Japan and America.
"You don’t have to know
how to read," Sidebottom
said. "There are lots of
pictures."
The comic books sell
anywhere from 25 cents to
$1.50, he said, and there are
several books at the store
dating back to 1933. These
books, Sidebottom said, cost
$25 and up, depending on the
customer’s ability to haggle,
or the value of his trade-in.

Scientist
to begin
seminar

The most expensive books
are
not
the
oldest,
Sidebottom says. 23-year-old
Marvels are the most
popular and the most expensive, he said.
"This is the company that
put more of a human
element into their heroes,"
had
"They
he
said.
psychological hang-ups,
pimples and the whole
human trip".

Penni Gladstone

Viet amnesty plan revealed

Ford offers alternate service
Continued From Page I
Ford used those same
provisions eight days ago to
grant an unconditional
pardon to former President
Richard M. Nixon.
Ford described the main
purpose of the program as
-as the reconciliation of all
our
people
and
the
restoration of the essential
unity of Americans within
which honest differences of
opinion do not descend to
angry discord and mutual
problems are not polarized
by excessive passion."
"My sincere hope,- he
added, "is that this is a
constructive step toward a
calmer and cooler ap-

predation of our individual
rights and responsibilities
and our common purpose as
a nation, whose future is
always more important than
its past."
The program could cover
as many as 50,000 young
men.
Officials said that about
15,500 draft evaders are
potentially eligible for
clemency. Of these, about
8,700 already have been
convicted and another 4,350
are under indictment. Of
those under indictment, 4,060
are listed as fugitives and an
estimated 3,000 of them are
in Canada.
Prison sentences now are

PREƒLAW STUDENTS
Register Now for October or December
LSAT Review Course

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE
Instruction in exam -taking techniques used
successfully by California pre-law students.
Taught for over three years in Berkeley by
practicing lawyers. Cost $85.00
COURSE FOR OCT. 12 LSAT STARTS OCT.!
COURSE FOR DEC. 7 LSAT STARTS NOV. 20
Call (415) 254-7405 for complete information, or
Write: P.O. Box 54, Orinda, CA 94563

GET YOURS NOW
RENT FURNITURE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL
LOW RENTAL RATES
FAST DELIVERY
WIDE SELECTION
PURCHASE OPTION

San Mateo
San Francisco
San Jose

Gran1?eefro1
(415) 349-5212
(415) 673-6700
(408) 249-2410

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the ability and desire to
master nuclear engineering, the Navy’s Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about
200 outstanding college graduates. There’s a
Navy Recruiting Officer ready to give you all the
details on how you can become someone special
in the new Navy.
#7"."

4,41 44’.1.414tCr

It. Stanley Smith will be at the Aero.
Campus Sept. 16-20, from 9:00 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m., to answer any
questions about tha Nuclear Navy.

being served by 130 persons
convicted of draft evasion.
According to officials,
some 500,000 incidents of
desertion falling within the
scope of the clemency
program were recorded
during the Vietnam war.
They said 660 deserters
now are serving prison
sentences or are awaiting
trial and about 12,500
deserters are still at large
with about 1,500 in Canada.
To
be
eligible
for
clemency, deserters would
have tt have committed
offenses between Aug. 4, 1964
- the date of the Senate’s
Tonkin Gulf Resolution - and

March 28, 1973 - the da) the
last U.S. combat soldier left
Vietnam.
Clemency will not be
considered for deserters or
evaders who face other,
unrelated charges, officials
said.
Ford’s proclamation did
not specify the types of jobs
under the alternate service,
but officials said they would
be the same as those filled by
conscientious objectors in
the past. Roughly half of
these were jobs in hospitals
or other institutions such as
homes for the elderly. The
salaries would be paid by the
private employers, officials

said
Officials said mitigating
factors include "cases of
extreme
hardship
...
willfulness of the violation ...
and
the
individual’s
behavior" during the time he
was being sought.
Those who reach an
agreement for alternate
service, but fail to fulfill Its
terms will be subject .o
prosecution on the original
charges, officials said, and
those who fail to meet the
Jan. 31 deadline will remain
subject to arrest and
prosecution.

administrative
the
procedure in handling rape
cases. We are working with
Valley Medical Center
the hospital police take the
woman) each week in a onehour lecture session where
we hope to sensitize interns,
resident
OH’s
and
gynecologists to problems
and procedures in rape
cases.
"Sometimes a 6....tor
doesn’t even know the proper
way to examine a woman
whose been raped and the
police have to tell them.
Other times a doctor acts
like a detective instead of a
docotr.

Students Prese(as

EXECUTIVE
ACTION
THE BLOCKBUSTER MOVIE OF

of
Department
The
Meteorology at SJSU is
sponsoring an air pollution
seminar series which will
begin today with a lecture t)
Dr. Lars P. Prahm,
research scientist from
Europe.
Lars’ talk, entitled "Long
range transport of atmospheric pollution, will be
delivered today at 3:15 p.m
in Duncan Hall 615.
Prahm, who is speaking in
various parts of the U.S. for
about two weeks, does his
research work in the air
pollution section of the
Danish Meteorological
Institute in Copenhagen,
Denmark.
According to Dr. Albert
Miller, chairman of the
Department,
Meteorology
Lars’ studies involve the
tracing of air pollutants as
they move across borders in
Europe.

THE YEAR
how would you go about
assassinating the
President of the United States?

WEDNESDAY, SEPT’ 18
Morris Daily Auditorium
Two Shows, 7 ? 10 pm
50’ 50’ 50’ 50’
410000006

OPENING OCT.

Anti-imperialists
organize on campus
By Robin Budrow
For a handful of SJSU
students the Revolutionary
Student Brigade
RSB)
offers a plan for the future,
not just a memory of the
past.
According
to
RSB
spokesman Greg Ford, the
issues of student protest are
no longer confined to
specifics, but instead have
mushroomed to include all
that the group views as
imperialistic.
Included in the brigade’s
anti-imperialistic
attacks
are the educational system
at large. U.S. policy on
Israel, American oil companies
in
Mexico,
capitalism, and a myrial of
other American institutions.
The group was formed in
June at a nationwide convention of the now defunct
Attica Brigade in Iowa City,
Ford said.
The Attica Brigade, an
anti-imperialist outgrowth of
an anti-war rally in New
York, was renamed the RSB
by the 500 persons at the
convention.
The purpose of the convention, according to Ford,
was to sum up the student
movement - its past, present
and future.
The conference group
antithat
decided
imperialism would be the
rallying point in an effort to
unify splintered student
movement groups, he said.
’Revolution’ Explained
The word "Revolution" in
is
the group’s name
revolutionary in the sense
that it is not reformist, Ford
said.
"We’re not revolutionary
in that we’re communistic or
anarchistic," be explained.
"We’re revolutionary in the
sense that revolution is the
highest possible political
level of unity."

Linda MacPherson,
another RSB member, explained why reform is not the
group’s goal.
"The history of the student
movement," she said.
"shows that reformism is not
the way to go. It may affect
the system, but it will not
have lasting change."
To date, the group’s actions consist of printing and
distributing literature
denouncing U.S. policy as
imperialistic and giving
support to groups the RSB

considers oppressed.
Student’s Role
"The role of the student,
"Ford cautioned, "must be
put into perspective when
you try to change things.
Pizza
"The SDS’s (Students for a
Democratic Society
downfall was in overemphasising the role of the
student. Members were
disillusioned when they saw
that they could not throw out
the rulir
.
.1 themselveb.

Garlic Bread
Soft drinks

Italian Sausage

Ravioli

Spaghetti

Sandwiches
Pinball

Salads

Beer on Tap

Electronic games

Foosball

Meatballs
Wine

Color TV

Free Popcorn and Peanuts

444E. Williams & 70th San Jose, Calif.

Get It Together
AT

PARAMOUNT IMPORTS
BLACK LIGHTS WITH COMPLETE ACCESSORIES
Largest Selection of Posters in the

aIle

THE BEST EQUIPPED HEAD SHOP IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Take A Trip-Through the Mystifying Time Tunnel
Come In And Spend The day! Browse Through a Complete Hip Supermarket
Including
Political Porters
Psych Posters
Personality Posters
Collector Posters
Scenery Posters
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Indian Bedspreads

Mobils
100’s of clothes patches
Adult Comics
Water Pipes

Incense
Beads
Electric Pipes
Turquoise Jewelry
Silver Rings

All This Phis Muck More
Make For Groovy Time
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Meridian Bd. San Jose

Between Sears and 280
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